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DEFENCE ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT 

S.A.S. EXAMINATION - PART II 

June, 2022 

PAPER V - PRACTICAL (WITH BOOKS) 

fa: fatUT.aHTÝ, 473R TT 3iafra aTTitaT 

SUBJECT: WORKS, STORES AND INTERNAL AUDIT 

34YeaH 3T/Max. Marks. 100 
4H4R HH/Time Allowed: 3TE/Hours 

feufurai/Notes 

. 

Only TEN questions should be attempted - FIVE from Section-I and FIVE from Section-I. 

Each question carries 10 marks. 

2 
Section-1 is common to all. 

In Section 1, Candidates should answer any FIVE questions from Sub-Section A-ARMY or 

B-AJRIORCE or C-NAVY as opted by them. Answer to the questions to Section-ll should 

be witten m a separate answer book. 

4. 

Reasons and Autlhority must be given in support of the answers. 
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Section-I (Works Accounts) 

(Common for All Candidates) 

1. (h) 

(a) What doces technical sanction, which is issued by the competent eng1neer authority 
mcans? 

(3 marks) 
(a) 

fa-z HfAfera fr4T TAI TfEU? 
The Chief Engineer wants to increase the powers of an officer subordinate to him. What 

(b) 

points should be ensured to do the same? 

(5 marks) 
) 

(c) In the case of purchase of buildings, what will be taken as technical sanction? 

(2 marks) 
2 6) 

(a) In whal all cases Engineer officer can deviate from specifications shown in approx1mate 
estimates? 

(3 marks) 

Which scenario necessitates payment of mobilization advance? (b) 

(3 marks) 

(T) 
(c) Chicf Engineer issued Technical Sanctions before issue of Administrative Approva. 

Plcase comment. 

(4 marks) 

(a) Why are methods of control and system of accounting for Engineering services designed? 

(3 marks) 

(b) In wlat circumstances execution of work without fund allotment can be done? 

(4 imarks) 
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(c) AAO BSO issued license fee bill inclusive of Barrack Damages for recovery from the Pay 
and Allowances of the Gov. employee. Pleasc state whether it is in order. 

(3 marks) 
A. 

(a) What are threefold duties of AOGE? 

(3 marks)) 

(b) Under what head special repairs are budgeted? 

(2 marks) 
(T) 

(c) A GE is executing road widening under maintenance services? Is it in order? 

(3marks) 

() 

(d) 6 years have elapsed since Administrative approval for work was accorded. Can we 

proceed with the works based on this approval? 

(2 marks) 
() 5 

(a) Can transfer of funds be done by GOC in C between various ongoing works? It yes give 
details thereof. 

(3 marks) 

(b) Which authority has technical control of all works in respect of Amy, Navy and 
Airforce? 

(3 marks) 

(T) 

(c) An officer wants to do addition and alteration to mililary buildng at private expense. Is it 

(4 marks) 
permissible 
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(a) What all should be included in amendment to contract done by GE which makes the 

contract beyond his power. 
3 marks) 

(b) Who is responsible for maintenance of the Register of Permanent Military Buildings and 

Register of Temporary Military Buildings? 
( marks) 

(c) Who is responsible for maintenance of Register of Rentable Buildings? 
(I marks) 

(E) 

(d) What lactors are taken into account by Station Board of Officers for hiring of residentia 

accommodation for Service oflicers? 

(5 marks) 

. () 

The work has been delayed by the Contractor beyond the stipulated time in the lerm (a) 
contract. How much Compensation for Delay the Contractor is liable to pay? 

(3 marks) 

(b) A contractor has failed to return the surplus stores and has retained them for his own use. 

Is this in order? If not, what action can be taken against him? 

(4 marks) 

(c) There is a discrepancy between description in words and figures quoted by a tenderer. 

Which value will prevail? 

(2 marks) 

() 

(d) What is nmeant by Fair Wage'? ( marks) 
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8 

(a) Who can Order the Disposal of Operational Works assets and whether concurrence of any 

authority is required before disposal? 

(3 marks) 

(b) Can an additional claim from contractor be entertained after final bill has been subrnitted 

after successful completion of contract by contractor? 

(3 marks) 

(c)During audit of a contractor's final bill, E-section notices that the contractor had excluded 

the amount of security deposit deducted from his RARs from the amount of pre-receipted 

bill. Besides the contractor had signed in Marathi. Please comment. 

(4 marks) 

()TT 

SECTION-II (Store Accounts and Internal Audit) 

(A) ARMY 

1. ) 

(a) How the short receipts of empty packing materials returned by units are being accounted 

in supply depots? 

(3 marks) 

HTHI TUTT? 

(b) A journey has been performed by official car but in car diary nature of duty has not been 

specified. How will this journey be treated? 

(3 marks) 
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(C)In case of a movement of complete unit or formation, to which category of Personnel, the 

Train QM will only issue ration? 

(4 marks) 

(a) How dead stock to troops joining camp of instruction accounted for? 

(3 marks) 

(a) 

(b) If loss is due to l.osses due to inaccuracies in previous stock taking, is it mandatory to 
hold a court of inquiry? Elaborate 

(4 marks) 

() 

(c) During audit of a supply depot, an LAO found that the vegetables produced through 
soldiers' gardens were paid for at the ongoing local contract rate which was higher than 
the production rate of military farm. Comment. 

(3 marks) 

3. () 

(a) What are various methods of Stock taking that are employed by Army Units and 
Formation? 

(3 marks) 

(b) Discrepancy is raised for claims below 2 pounds for each item of store obtained through DGISD I.ondon. Please comment 

(3 marks) 

(T) 

(c) Who is responsible for disposal ol salvage and scrap arising in Defence Services? 
(2 marks) 
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() 

A military station has the daily requirement (for free as well as payment issue) of 90 Kg 

to 100Kg of bread. Is a military bakery authorized to function at this station? 
(d) 

(2 marks) 

4 (h 

HTH fFAI IUTT? 

Whose responsibility is to maintain trees on class A-I lands in cantonments and on other 

military lands outside cantonments including the maintenance of trees not planted by units 
(a) 

and through which fund? 

(3 marks) 

(b) The proceeds of sale of old newspapers out of Education Training Grant are credited to 

the Regimental Fund by a unit. Comment. 

(2 marks) 

(c) Differentiate between casting and linking. 

(3 marks) 

() 

(d) During the audit of Public Fund cash book of a unit, the LAO discovers heavy cash 

balances in excess of authorized ceiling of cash in hand. What advice should LAO give to 

the unit? 

(2 marks) 

5. 

(a) Who is the competent authority to transfer the audit of any unit or formation from Annual 

to Half yearly? 

(3 marks) 
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(C) 

LAO has been asked to carry out stock taking. He refuses and the matter is escalated to (b) 

PCDA. What is the role of LAO in Stock taking? Is his refusal correct? 

(7 marks) 

6. 

Is it required to test check 100% of the current service book annually by LAO? (a) 

(3 marks) 

(6) LAOhas been asked to price vouchers pertaining to payment demands from Oficers and 

others located in stations where no officer's shop/cash payment issue section exists 
Comment. 

(3 marks) 

T) 

(c) Fill in the blanks: (Ix2-2 marks) 

(i) 
Running will be ordered by in respect of first line transport. 

() 

For the second line transport, running will be ordered by 

() 

(d) Which copy of the voucher is being left out when stores are transfered from one 

consuming unit to another consuming unit? 

(2 marks) 
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1. 

(a) ist out the registers and records to be seen by LAO during local audit of DEO office. 

(3 marks) 

() 

(b) A Sub Arca concludes a contract for some ration items for the purpose of their issue on 

payment to the troops and their families at the station. Comment. 

(2 marks) 

(T) 
S 

(c) A LAO carries out cash inspection of one NCC unit yearly by taking 3 months vouchers. 

Is it in order? 

(3 marks) 

( 

(d) Where pay and allowances of regular and temporary are reflected and what is the 

purpose? 

(2 marks) 

8. i) 

(a) What is the eligibility for married accommodation? 

(3 marks) 

(T) 

Can public fund of army uni:s/formations be deposited in bank other than RBI, SBI and (b) 
subsidiary bank functioning as agents of State bank of India? 

(3 marks) 

T) 

(c) A deserter from one unit report to another unit and is tried by Summary Court -martial by 

CO of later unit. Under what circunstances this can be done? 

(4 marks) 
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SECTION-II (Store Accounts and Internal Audit) 

(B) AIRFORCE 

(a) Name the authority competent to order write off of Meteorological equipment. 
(4 Marks) 

(E) 

(b) Is court of Inquiry necessary in all cases of loss of meteorological equipment? 

(6 Marks) 

2. (5) 

(a) The LAO is insisting the unit to withdraw the uniforms from the employee who dies while 

in service. Please Comment. 

(4 Marks) 

(T) 

The LAO is insisting the Unit to issue those uniforms(costly items) to employee B for the 

remaining portion of his life which were withdrawn form employee A who was 

compulsorily retired as a result of disciplinary proceedings against him. Please Comment. 

(b) 

(6 Marks) 

3. 

(a) What is max imum level of Material Quantity? 

(3 Marks) 

(b) What do you understand by Lead time in Material Management & Inventory Control? 

What are two component of Lead time? 

(7 Marks) 
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4 () 

(a) What type of records has to be maintained by Station Amament Officer 
(3 Marks) 

At what iate and from which date the hire charges will be levied for hiring of tentage" 
b) 

(7 Marks) 

5. 

(a) Name the defect report form. 

(3 Marks) 

() 

(b) What is the rate of assessment of losses of non-textile equipment? 
(7 Marks) 

6. 

(a) What would be the third and fourth line repair to common user vehicle/hybrid vehicles be 

caried out? What actions are involved? 

(4 Marks) 

State the purpose of auditing Aircrafi Servicing form 700 and Maximum percentage of 

audit for it. What is the period for which it can be retained? 
(b) 

(6 Marks) 

(a) 
Can OC of a BRD, locally procure an item of equipment which has not been introduced in 

Air Force? If so, in what circumstances can he do so? 

(5 Marks) 

The repair cost of a compressor chamber is assessed as 45% of the price of the new 

equipment. Cost of repair being very high, the equipment is declared 'Beyond Economic 
(b) 

Repair and a case is initiated for purchase of new equipment. Please Comment. 

(5 Marks) 
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What is the difference between fixed and continuous stock taking? (a) 
(5 Marks) 

(E) 

(b) s il permissible to give an article to an individual who is charged full value of the article 

In consequences of it having been so damaged as to render it unfit for further service? 

How should it be accounted for? 
(5 Marks) 

4TT-1I (t37 AET 3TT 3HTafr% Aaruitem) 

SECTION-II (Store Accounts and Internal Audit) 

(C) NAVY 

1. Ch) 

What is the procedure to be foilowed by the NILAO for fixation of Guiding/Reserve Price 

(4 Marks) 
(a) 

of' surplus Naval Stores other than salvage/scrap? 

(3 Marks) 
(b) 

Which di fferent types of stores are covered under Naval Stores Accounts? 

(T) 

(c) How is credit verification of locally purchased stores done by the NLAO? (3 Marks) 

2 

(a) What system of accounting is applicable to non-self accounting Ships? (4 Marks) 

(b) What audit checks by NLAO have been prescribed in respect of muster rolls of Industrial 

Employces of Naval Dockyards? (3 Marks) 

() 
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(c) Apart from the NLA0's mandate pertaining to audit of Public Fund Accounts which other arcas can be covered under the NLAO's scope of inspection? (3 Marks) 

(a) What is the prescribed procedure for issue of dry rations to Galleys" (4 Marks) 

(b) Is payment issue of rations permitted in respect of ships of foreign nations? (3 Marks) 
(T) 

(c) What procedure has been prescribed for disposai of victualing stores on Paying Of? 

(3 Marks) 
4. 

(a) What procedure has been prescribed for rendition of estimates for victualin stores by 
Base Victualling Yard organization'? (4 Marks) 

(E) 

(b) Which are the Stock Holding Groups in Base Victualling Yards? (3 Marks) 

(T) 

(c) Describe the Victualling Account which is prepared by Base Victualling Yards. 

(3 Marks) 

(a) What infornmation should be included in all Rate Contracts placed by Naval authorities? 

(4 Marks) 

(3 Marks) (b) What are the prescribed conditions for placing Repeat Orders? 

T) 
Under which circumstances can Proprietary Article Certificate (PAC) tendering be 

(3 Marks) 
(c) 

resorted to? 

6. 

(a) In casc of procurement from foreign vendors what procedure is followed by Naval 

(4 Marks) uthoritics for operating a letter of Credit for contract payments? 
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In foreign procurement cases what procedure is followed by Naval authorities for 

releasing payment to suppliers through Bank Transfer? 
(b) 5 (3 Marks) 

(3 Marks) 
(c) What is the meaning of 'Indent' in Naval procurement? 

7 () fArfefaa feay tfeaH faaq: 
(5x2 marks=10 marks) (a) Provide brief descriptions for: 

) 
Base and Depot spares 

(ii) 
War Reserves 

(iii) asi atfaAU 

VED classification 

(iv) 
ABC classification 

(v) 

VED ABC categorisation 

) S. 

(a) Provide a brief description of various types of costs which are relevant for calculating 

issue prices. 6 Marks) 

(E) 

(b) Write a brief note on the types of fuels used in the Navy, their provisioning and the 

procedure which is followed for fuelling of Navai ships. (4 Marks) 

---- XXX ----
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DEFENCE ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT 

S.A.S. EXAMINATION - PART I 

June, 2022 

T 47 VI-zifaa (faT TTi ) 
PAPER VI - THEORY (WITH1OUT BOOKS) 

SUBJECT: WORKS, STORES AND INTERNAL AUDIT 

37Yh4 36/Max. Marks. 100 

3444r HH4/Time Allowed: 3 T/Hours 

fauforai/Notes 

. 

Only TEN questions should be attempted - FIVE from Section-l and FIVE from Section-11 

Each question carries 10 marks. 

2 
Section-l is common to all. Each question will carry 10 narks. 

Candidatles pemitted to answer questions relating to ARMY or AlRFORCE or NAVY 

portion ol section-1l should answer any FIVE questions from Sub-Section A-ARMY or B-

AIRFORCE or C-NAVY. Answer to the questions to Section-Il should be written in a 

separale answer book. 
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HTT-I (AutUT.aTd HET) 

Section-1 (Works Acounts) 

(Common for All Candidates) 

. 

(a) Can the MI:S undertake enginecr services in aid to civil power? What is the procedure 
tor according administrative approval? How is the booking accounted for? (3 Marks) 

(b)WIhat is construction account? How are the abstracts maintained? What is the role of 

UA? 
(3 Marks) 

(T) 

(c) How are unpaid wages regulated? Who maintains the Register of Unpaid Wages? 
(2 Marks) 

() 

(d) What is the provision of internal transfers of stores in MES? (2 Marks) 

2. () 

(a) What are the different categories of ordinary repairs? (3 Marks) 

( 
(b) What is I.ow Budgeted Work? What is the procedure for processing them? (3 Marks) 

(T) 

(c) Who is the approving authority for Annual Low Budgeted Capital Works Progranmme? 
What are its essential features? (2 Marks) 

() 

(d) What is the provision for consultancy charges while preparing approximation estimates? 

What is the provision for additional expenditure on consultaney? (2 Marks) 
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(a) What arc the conditions under which Government buildings are supposed to be insured? 
Name at lcast two conditions. 

(3 Marks) 
(T) 

(b) What is Register of Rentable Buildings? What is the profoma in which it is maintained? 
What is its relation with the Register of Buildings? (3 Marks) 

(I) 

(c) Who is the Compelent Authority to declare surplus furniturc? What are the different 
methods of disposal of surplus furniture? 

(2 Marks) 

utFAT 
(d) What is the proforma for filling occupation/ vacation returns? What is the process for 

submitting the same? (2 Marks) 

4. 

(a) What is the proforma on which demolition statement of a building is approved? What are 

GOC-in-C's powers in this respect? What is the profomma on which demolition certificate 

is to be rendered? (3 Marks) 

(b) What are the conditions for sanctioning new works in any financial year? (3 Marks) 

(c) Who prepares the Approximate Estimates (AEs)? What is the proforma on which itis 

prepared? (2 Marks) 

(d) What is mobilisation advance limit? Is there any role for defence finance therein? 

(2 Marks) 

() . 

(a) What is the role of AOs (GE) in financial control of material accounts? (3 Marks) 

(b) What is the provision for processing of final bills? What is the role of AOs (GE) in this 

case? (3 Marks) 
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(C) How is the checking of Periodicai Services Measurement Books done by the local audit 

staff? (2 Marks) 

(d) AO has pivotal role with reference to Contractor's Ledger. Specify. (2 Marks) 

(h) 
(a) What are the conditions in which suspension of the work will be effected? (3 Marks) 

() 

(b) Write a brief notc on time and progress chart in respect ot contracts. (3 Marks) 

(T) 

(C) What is lair wagc lor the purpose of contracts? (2 Marks) 

(7) 

(d) Write a brief note on termination of the contract (2 Marks) 

7. () 

(a) Write a brief note on Stations Register of Authorised Furniture (3 Marks) 

(b) Write a brief note on unit distribution ledger. (3Marks) 

(c) Write a brief note on verilication of castings and clos1ngs and opening balances of store 
accouns. 

(4 Marks) 

8. () 

(a) What are the generie auditchecks to be ensured in the Registers for Appropriation and 
Re-appropriation in the Regional CDA office? 

(5 Marks) 

(b) Discuss he procedure for recovery of overpayments to contractors. (3 Marks) 

(c) What is contained in the Statement 'C' in the Annual Review of works expenditur? 
(2 Marks) 
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TT-II (3T AAT 3tT 3tafh AuTuttem) 
(7) TT 

SECTION-II (Store Accounts and 1nternal Audit) 

(A) ARMY 

1. (h) 

(a) What are the different types of depot stocks for which separate accounts cards are to be 

maintained? 

(2 Marks) 

(b) How arc the stores held on deposit accounted for? 

(2 Marks) 

(T) 
What is the proforma on which the documents of vehicles and kits are maintained? 

(2 Marks) 
(c) 

(d) 
Discuss the accounting process in ammunition depots. 

(4 Marks) 

() 

(a) 
Discuss the accounting procedure of stores / test pieces in EME workshops. 

(5 Marks) 

(b) What are broad functions of Supply Depot? 
(5 Marks) 

3. ) 

Write a brief note on war system of accounting for vehicles and POL. 

(a) (4 Marks) 

(b) Wrile a note on write off of losses of stores. 
(6 Marks) 
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4. EfT fsR 7 TE Hfan fzuyut fet ) 

(a) Write a note on register of losses. 

(4 Marks) 

(b) What is the procedure for adjustment of discrepancies found on stock taking? 

(4 Marks) 

(T) 

(c) What is the periodicity of stock taking for controlled items? 

(2 Marks) 
5. 

(a) What is the correlation between indents and issue vouchers 
(3 Marks) 

(b) What are the issues to be observed while auditing the indents? 

(4 Marks) 
(T) 

(c) How is the loss of stores in transit in India regulated? 
(3 Marks) 

() 

(a) What is Register of Depot Contingencies? What are audit checks to be observed while 
auditing he register? 

(5 Marks) 

(G) 

(b) Plcase nanme the ditlerent POI. units in peace area. How is POL accounted for? 

(5 Marks) 
7 (Ch) 

(a) What are the functionalities for Salvage section/Sub depot? 
(5 Marks) 

() 

(b) What are the principal functionalities of base workshops? 
(2 Marks) 
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(c) What are standing work orders'? 
(3 Marks) 

8. (h) 

(a) Who can be held accountable lor losses due to improper use of Railway forms? 

(4 Marks)) 
(a) 

(b) What arc the provisions with regarcd to carrying of personal arms? 

(6 Marks) 

) arT 
SECTION-II (Store Accounts and Internal Audit) 

(B) AIR FORCE 

() 

(a) What is Life of Type Review? (3 Marks) 

(b) Work out the net requirement to be included in the indent for procurement of item Brake 

Shoe as a result of the provisioning review based on the following data 

500 

CAR 

yaauia (¥REIR) TET 4.5 

Forecast Factor 

100 

Dues-in 

200 

Dues-out 

T00 

Stock 

(7 Marks) 

2. 

(a) What isWalch Log Book" and who mantans il'? (3 Marks) 
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(b) Under how many main heads the medical equipment and stores are accounted? 

(3 Marks) 

(T) 

What is NIV items? How it distinguished from an item held for local consumption? 

(4 Marks) 
(c) 

Whosc sanction is required for issue of stores of the following type 

(6) 

(a) For urgent small repairs to a BAOC aircraft force landed on an Air Force airfield 

(5 Marks) 

(b) Issue of photos on prepayment to an Air Force officer for his personal use 

(5 Marks) 

4. 

Define following tems: (2.5x4=10 Marks) 

(a) Salvage 

Tif (TH) 34E7 
(b) Peace Equipment 

(T) 

(c) Perishable item 

() 

(d) Initial Equipnient 

5. () 

What is the periodicity of of stock taking of different items in an equipment depo1? How (a) 
is the stock taking of packed stores done? 

(3+2-5 Marks) 
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What is periodicity of stock taking of ration items? How are surpluses and deficiencies (b) 
regularized? 

(5 Marks) 

fAafafea qu afaH feurferai farë 6. 

Writc short notes on the followings: 

( drlM HYTA 3ATAPYFAI HT (q3ATR, 3TT.) 

(a) URR demands 

(3 Marks) 

() 

(b) Class III Issues 

(3 Marks) 

T) 

(c) Active and Inactive Stores 

(4 Marks) 

7. fAHfafiaa yr Hfean feuyufi fere: 
Write Short Notes on: 

(a) Audit Checks on Flight Oil Book 

(5 Marks) 

(T) 

(b) Military Credit Notes 
(5 Marks) 

8. ()zard f faaferfea ign fH ut vizI À SATÀ 

(a) State which category of stores the following stores belongs to: 
8. 

(5 Marks) 

() 

Equipment which on inspection show need of repairs 

(11) 

Equipment Which is Beyond Economic Repair 

(5 Marks) 
(b) What is the perceniage of LAO's audit in respect of followings? 
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(i) 

Opening and Closing Book balances 

(ii) 
Initial claims of Hostel subsidy 

() 
Check of cntitlement of payment issue of ration 

CP Vouchers over Rs. 1000 

(v) 
Receipt of linking of receipt vouchers into the tally cards in respect of overseas 

receipts 

SECTION-II (Store Acounts and Internal Audit) 

(C) Navy 

1. ) 
(a) Write a brief note on the internal audit mandate of Defence Accounts Department with 

reference to the Navy. 

(4 marks) 

(b) What financial advice function is performed by the NLAO? (4 marks) 

(T) 

(c) How are quarterly reports on Major Financial and Accounting Irregularities prepared and 

to whom are these submitted? 

(2 Marks) 

2. 

(a) Define the lollowing: (Sxl mark-5 marks) 

() 

L.inking 

(1) (9t) 
Pairng 
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Skeleton List 

(iv) 3-H 
Sub-List 

(v) 
Top List 

(b) 
What is the audit role of NLAO in stock verification? (5 marks) 

3. 

(a) Write a brief note on inspection reports which are prepared by the NLAO. 

(6 marks) 

What is thhe scope of audit of accounts of defence lands held by Naval Establishments? 

(4 marks) (b) 

(a) Which Naval stores codification scheme is currently in use? 
(4 marks) 

(b) What are the basic objectives of provisioning and what are the main considerations to be 

taken into account while provisioning? 
(4 Marks) 

(T) 
What are the objectives of using budget as a management tool in provisioning? 

(c) (2 marks) 

5. 

(a) What are the reasons for provisioning difference between Naval Stores and Equipment & 

Spare Parts? (5 marks) 

() 
What is the importance of indigenisation and what role has been assigned to Command 

(b) 
Indigenisalion Commitlees? (5 Marks) 
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6. (5) 

(a) Which calegories of personnel are permitted to avail the facility of payment issue of 

rations from service sources? 

(5 Marks) 

When is risk purchase action resorted to by Base Victualling Yard organisation? (b 
(5 Marks) 

1 

tfvtT-R) (i) A4a (ii) 3FFYTafe aet (aité FFTT) 3TY41 HHTH (iv) 3T 
Brief notes may be written on the following provisions under Standard Conditions of 
Contract which govern Purchase Contracts concluded by Indian Navy with Indian 
suppliers: (i) Specifications (ii) Price (ii) Short Closure or Termination (iv) Warranty. 

(4x2.5 marks=10 marks) 

S. 

(a) Which important aspects distinguish between procurement from abroad and procurement 
within India? 

(7 marks) 

(a) 

(b) What is the difference between payment to foreign suppliers through Letter of Credit and 
through Direct Bank Transfer? 

(3 marks) 

-- XXX ---
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DEFENCE ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT 

S.A.S. EXAMINATION - PART II 

/Junc, 2022 

PAPER VII - THEORY (WITHOUT BOOKS) 

SUBJECT: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, IFA SYSTEM AND ELEMENTS OF LAW 

3Ter4 35/Max. Marks. 100 3HH47 HHa/Time Allowed: 3 ET/Hours 

feforai/Notes: 
1 

In all, candidates are to attempt 10 questions - 4 questions out of 6 questions from Section-

I, 3 questions out of 5 questions from Section-II and 3 questions out of 5 questions from 

Section-ll. 

4TT-I, II TT III J A 10 3ii 

Each question in Section-1, II and IlI carries 10 marks. 

3. 

Answer to questions in respect to each section should be written at one place. 
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Section-I (Financial Management) 

. 

What are the major types of financial management decisions that business firms take? 

(10 Marks) 
Discuss. 

2. 

Discuss relevance of time value of money in financial decision making? Distinguish 

between present value and future value. (10 Marks) 

3. 
(10 Marks) What are the techniques used in capital budgeting? Discuss. 

4. 

What are the standards of financial propriety for an officer incurring expenditure from 

public money? What are the responsibilities of Controlling officer in respect of Budget 

(10 Marks) allocation? 

What are the broad. categories of expenditure made under Defence Services Estimates? 

(10 Marks) Explain "Centrally Control Heads" and "Locally Control Heads" 

6. 

What are the steps in opening of Letters of Credit(LC)? How does Letter of Credit 

mechanism operate? Describe the essential elements to be stipulated while opening a 

(10 Marks) Letter of Credit. 

4TT-II (6TEha faiu HATE JUTTi) 

SECTION-II (IFA SYSTEM) 

. 

(10 Marks) Discuss the scope of IFA's work as laid down by the Ministry of Finance. 

2. 
Give a summary of the IFA's role in the different stages of defence procurement cycle. 

(10 Marks) 
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Discuss the methods of detemining reasonability of prices in the competitive tendering. 

(10 Marks) 

4. 

What is Discounted Cash Flow Technique (DCF)? Discuss the procurement situations 

when DCF may be required to be used? 

(10 Marks) 

5 

Write short notes on; 

() 
(5 Marks) (a) Force Majeure 

(E) 
(5 Marks) 

(b) Bank Guarantees 

SECTION-III (ELEMENTS OF LAW) 

1. 

Explain the following terms as used in Indian Contract Act, 1872 

(2x5-10 Marks) 

() EYTYA 

(a) Proposal 

tata 
(b) Acceptance 

(eT) 
(c) Promise 

() ufaa 

(d) Consideration 

) 

(e) Agreement 
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. 

Explain the following terms as used in Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996. 

(2x5=10 Marks) 

(h) 

(a) Arbitration 

(G) 

(b) Arbitration Agreement 

T) 

(c) Arbitration Award 

) HEZEYAT 3ATYARU 

(d) Arbitral Tribunal 

) 

(e) Court 

3. 

Distinguish between condition and warranty as stipulated in Sales of Goods Act, 1930. 

Give illustration of each. 
(10 Marks) 

4. 

Define and explain "Bill of Exchange". What is the distinction between "Promissory 

Note" and "Bill of Exchange"? 
(10 Marks) 

5. 

Discuss the provisions regarding welfare of workers in Factories Act, 1948 

(10 Marks) 

--- XXX ----
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098 
THT ET faHTT 

DEFENCE ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT 

S.A.S. EXAMINATION - PART II 

TH/June, 2022 

PAPER VII - THEORY (WITHOUT BOOKS) 

fau: Ttora ua.aaeR 
SUBJECT: OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

H4/Time 3 T/Hours fea4 3i/Max. Marks. 150 

feuufurai/Notes 
1. 

This is a qualifying paper only in which a candidate has to compulsorily secure 60 marks. Marks 
secured in this paper will neither be counted in the aggregate marks nor will be added in total 
marks secured in other papers. 

Four (4) questions are to be answered by the candidates out of 6 questions. 

T HT 1 3ffard a fTH 40 3in RI zft 3itt faqati a HR faY AT: 5 3itt 10 3 7HT 4 
HyUT fH 25 3 3ATTÍT EI 

Question No. 1 is compulsory carrying 40 marks. 5 and 10 marks are reserved for the title and 

summary of points respectively and 25 marks for precis proper. 

T HTT 2 vt rffarda fau 40 3j6 I A. 

Question No. 2 is also compulsory carrying 40 marks. 

70 i è(35x2) 

Candidates are to atlempt 2 questions out of questions set at serial nos. 3 to 6. Each question 
carries 35 marks, the total being 70 marks (35x2) 
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Make a precis of the material given in Appendix. Also suggest a suitable title and give a 

summary of points. 

Q.1. 
(40 Marks) 

ufrfere-1 

AiC:21.04.2016 

fasa 
T9961 HT 18.04.2016 4A% 447/97 aT 3H 1 AT6 8.4.2016 

fafta4Taet 47T I1 urTe 26 3x 28 fAfET TTUHT 3HUTR AIST 3TTAAT 3itt 

. 
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-6. 

qfrfTe-11I 

403/3 

01 16 

HAT 

T. (TEe) 

fa 

2 

() .t g4.-09 êRT 7.8.2. àu sit 3I 39TTA 3H4TET y fT TTaT I 

(b) 

fue fam a 2015-16 Tt fY "Ir AT4fTT fat sitt d arda 
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T) 

3. 

-6. 

uztng-

fai:09.05.2016 

3T. (YeTET) 

H 34IYI fiE 01.05.2016 1 47 . 403/3 

. 

2. 

3. 
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4 1 . 2009 1 7.8.1 3Hfan rara sfa 95% I STTH a *7.8.2 

. 
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Appendix-I 
Area Accounts Office (ABC 

No. AAO(ABC)/Store/Gen 

Dated: 21.04.2016 

To 
The Base Victualling Officer 

Sub Cash Requisition S&S Imprest 
Ref Your No. 447/Gen, dated 18.04.2016 & this office letter of even No. dated 

8.4.2016. 

Your cash requisition for S&S imprest was returned with observations seeking 

breakup details of fresh supplies and dry rations while submitting the requisitions 

for S&S Imprest since as per the provisions contained in Appendix 26 and 28 of 

Financial Regulations I, payment of fresh supplies and firewood are to be paid out 

of imprest but bills for dry rations are to be pre-audited and paid by CDA. You were 

also requested to provide a copy of the Cash Monetary Ceiling (CML) of the 

imprest and to resubmit the requisition along with paid vouchers of previous cycle. 

The same has not been provided till date. 

2 Your reference to provision contained under Para 7.8.1 of DPM 09 (wherein 95% of 

contract amount can be released against provisional receipt of item at the 

consignee's premises along with inspection note and other documents and balance 

5% is released after stores have been properly checked and accounted for), to justify 
payments made from imprest with 95% post-audit and 5% pre-audit is wholly 

misplaced. You are requested to read this para in conjunction with Para 7.8.2 of 

DPM 2009 which states that The specific office of the Principal 
Controller/Controller or the Unit Accounts Office, which would be responsible for 

making payment, should be clearly mentioned in the RFP and the contract." 

Moreover, on scrutiny of the payment trends as brought out in S&S Imprest 
account, it is seen that the cheques were issued after 20 days of preparation of 

Contingent Bills. In majority cases the gap has been I month and in some cases, it 

was almost 2 montlhs. Thus, the very purpose of holding Imprest Account 1s 

defeated and delay in payment to vendors after receiving the S&S mprest timely 
Srom our office has resulted in non-utilization of Cash by Govt. exchequer, which 

also results in loss to Govt. which is not acceptable. The delay in utilizing lmprest 
needs explanation 
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It is requested, that whenever imprest requisition is floated from your end, it shall 

be accompanied by bank statements as well as paid vouchers invariably and the 

4. 

Imprest account will be recouped by this office within the CML taking into account 

the amount expended, balance in bank account etc. 

5 In the light of above, it is once again reiterated that the breakup details of fresh 

supplies and dry rations may invariably be mentioned in the requisition for S&S 

Imprest so that the advance of imprest may be regulated accordingly. The CML will 

have to be fixed accordingly. The requisition is once again returned herewith with 

the request to reassess the amount and resubmit the same according to the points 

mentioned above. 
-sd-

Area Accounts Officer 

Appendix -II 
Base Victualling Yard 

403/3 

01 May 16 

To 
The Area Accounts Officer (ABC) 

AAO(ABC) 

Sub: CASH REQUISTION S& S IMPREST 

. Refer to your letter AAO (ABC)YStore/Gen date 21 Aprl6. Regarding cash 

requisition S & S Imprest. 

Para wise replies to the Observation are as follows: 
2 

(a) The para 7.8.2 of DPM-09 is valid and is invariably followed. However, the 

Contracts being operated by this yard are being finalized at HQ (ABC) and 

RFP for the same is also floated by the HQ ABC. It has been verbally 

ascertained from HQ (ABC) that pertinent 
information/instruction is 

included in the RFP. 

(b) It is accepted that there is a lag between date of creation of Contingent bills 

and cheque payment to the Vendors. The issue was studied for the previous 

financial Year. The Contingent bills raised in the previous FY 2015-16 and 

cheques dates have been studied to find the reason for delay, if any. The 

primary reason for delay are as follows:-

(i) Computer system 
nonfunctional for a prolonged period 
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(11 Allotment under the code Head xx exhausted in Dec 15 and additional 

allotment received only in Feb l16. 

(1in) Fund available in S& S imprest being exhausted resulting in delay of 

payment till recoupment. Further the S & S imprest was only Rs. One Crore 

till Sep 15 and only subsequently increased to Rs. Three Crore. 

Imprest requisition is normally sent along with bank statement. The 

requirement of paid vouchers may please be reconsidered since voucher 
form a part of Cash Account as such are sent along with the same. However, 

(c) 

the requirement is understood and this office will forward a statement 
containing requisite details such as Contingent Serial number, date, name of 
firm, Amount etc so as to facilitate cross checking at your end. 

In view of the above, it is requested that the Cash requisition may be cleared at the 
3. 

carliest as no payment has been made after Mar 16. 

-sd-

Base Viçtualling Officer 

Appendix -I1I 
Area Accounts Office 

No. AAO(ABC)Store/Gen 

Dated: 09.05.2016 
To 

The Base Victualling Officer 

Sub: Cash Requisition S&S Imprest 
Ref: Your No. 403/3 dated 01.05.2016 

1. At the outset it is stated that unlike cash assignment where credit facility is given to units and the actual drawl from exchequer takes place only on commitment of transaction, in the case of imprest there is an actual transfer of money from the exchequer to non-interest bearing public fund account of the unit and any delay in disbursing from the latter account results in loss of interest to Govt. Consequently, the opportunity cost of finances is high and the effort should be to keep minimum balances in the public fund. 

2 Imprest being a recoupment account within CML, the recoupment is linked to the progress of expenditure rather than the periodicity. The unit may approach CDA for recoupment within | month or even lesser time period, provided the same is 
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accompanied with paid vouchers, in support of the amounts so spent. 

3 Since it has been gathered from IFA that the RFP in respect of all Annual Rate 

Contracts in force up to September 2016, had included the provision for 95% 

payment on supply to be made by the receiving units, as a onetime measure the 

S&s Imprest of the unit is being released as per the demand floated vide referred 

letter till the period of the existing contract is not over. For contracts to be 

concluded from 01.05.2016, there is a necessity for reviewing the pay1nent terms to 

make it 100% pre-audit. 
The para 7.8.1 of DPM 2009 provides for 95% payment against provisional receipt 4 

but the payment authority will be the concermed CDA as per 7.8.2. lt is pertinent to 

mention that provision of 7.8.1 is generally used where joint inspection is required 

for complex and high cost technical machineries and on physical arrival 95% 

payments can be released. The objective of para 7.8.I is to reduce the cost of 

finance for the vendor but in the present case the extensive delays in making 

payments from imprest has only resulted in increasing the cost of finance to the 

vendors as well as to the Govt. 

. Imprest is a facility extended by CDA to units for payment to vendor for ensuring 

uninterrupted ration to troops and where banking facility is unavailable. In this case, 

the unit being at the same station where CDA office is located, there appears no 

need for operating the imprest account since payments can be paid by CDA after 

pre-audit within a period of one week using SBI CMP from the date of receipt of 

bills. On the other hand, payments by imprest holder after two or three weeks in the 

past from date of receiving bills appear not in order. There is need to review the 

imprest advances paid in the light of improvement in banking facility, introduction 

of e-payment, and compilation of booked amount to render daily expenditure details 

to Govt. Budget Code head bookings can be done only after payment of 5% as 

class I and 95% as class V since paid vouchers are received in this office after 

considerable lapse of time resulting in incorrect expenditure statement on real time 

basis. 

In view of above, following decision is given. For emergent purchases where 
6. 

immediate payment is required for items like gas, transporting ration etc. and where 

contract is concluded by the unit, imprest advance may continue to be availed. For 

all other Rate Contracts, it needs to be 100% pre-audit & payment by CDA. It is 

proposed to review payment terms of all new RCs concluded from 01.05.2016 to 

provide for 100% pre-audit payment by CDA. For those contracts which are already 
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underway, the 95% and 5% payment terms may be continued. Till then, the CML 

wOuld be 1.5 crore. The CML for the period from October 2016 can be worked out 

cOllectively later after taking cognizance of progress 
made in amending payment 

terms and after incorporating the terms for impending contracts. Your response 

would be highly valued. 
-sd-

Area Accounts Ofticer 

T. 2. 

fA T 

Q.2. In response to the DAD Headquarters Circular seeking volunteers for posting to Station 

ABC, Shri XYZ posted at Nagpur for 2 years and 6 months, had submitted his application 

through his Administrative Controller within the end date for submission of application. 

However, as the Circular has mandated that the employee should have completed 3 years at 

the station on the date of application, and due to non-fulfilment of the said requirement, his 

application was not considered. His representation for consideration of his application on 

grounds of hardship was also rejected by the Competent Authority after giving him a 

personal hearing. Aggrieved by this rejection, Shri XYZ filed Original Application before 

the designated Bench of Central Administrative Tribunal, seeking an order to grant 

directions to the CGDA for re-consideration of his application on grounds of hardship. 

As an the designated oficer of the Personnel Section, prepare a Short Reply/Counter 

Affidavit to be filed by the Deputy Controller (Personnel). (40 Marks) 
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Q.3. Oicer In-charge (Personnel) in a Controller's office has observed that there is laxity 

n regard to punctuality amongst staff and officers of the office.Draft a circular from 

Joint Controller/ Deputy Controller (Personnel) for all Sections of the Controller's 

office with a view to reinforce the punctuality in attendance and general discipline in 

working. (35 Marks) 

T. 4. 

Q.4. In a CDA's office, it is observed that sections are not paying adequate attention for 

disposal of issues highlighted under the electronic receipts like emails. The non-reply or 

delayed disposal thereof, is resulting in inappropriate reporting with the stakeholders, 

which include Armed Forces Officials, thus inviting adverse comments from the Ministry 

and other Higher Administrative Authorities. 

In view thereof, you as Officer In-charge of the Section may draft and submit a circular 

from Deputy Controller (TA Section) to various Officials working with the TA Section, 

directing that all electronic receipts of communications should be endeavored to be 

disposed off within a time-bound period, preferably within one working day. (35 Marks) 

Draft an Oflice Order for circulation to all the Officials/ Personnel as posted with the 

Controller's Office & Sub-Offices under the Administrative Jurisdiction of the Controller's Q.5. 

Office on the subject of proper 
maintenance of records and fornalizing handing/taking 

over of charge consequent upon transfer/ postings of designated Officials therein. 

(35 Marks) 
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. 6. 

Q.6. Mr. XYZ who was a regular employee of the Department, expired in harness while in 
service on 10.02.2021, due to unnatural reasons of meeting an unfortunate accident. 
The dependent son of the deceased, Mr ABC had requested through an application for 
consideration for grant of appointment to a post on compassionate grounds. The Board 
of Officers considering the laid down parameters as per governing Rules, i.e, the size 
of his family, present house occupation, terminal benefits as allowed to the deceased 
official, i.e., Provident Fund, Pension, Gratuity and Insurance etc.. is of the opinion 
that the case of Mr ABC, for grant of compassionate appointment is devoid of merit. 
His request was considered by the Competent Authority concerned, in reference to 

views of the Board of Officers and the relevant Government orders and has been 
refused to be admitted. Aggrieved by the decision, Mr ABC has filed an 
Original Application (OA) with the Principal Bench of Central Administrative 
Tribunal, New Delhi. 

The Principal Bench has passed orders directing the respondents to consider and 
decide the representation of the applicant by passing a speaking and reasoned order. i 
Assuming you as the Officer In charge of concerned Personnel Section in the 

Controller's Office, draft a communication on behalf of the office, for filing the same 

before the designated Bench of the CAT. 

(35 Marks) 

----XXX----
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TAT T fayTT 
DEFENCE ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT 

S.A.S. EXAMINATION-- PART II 

June, 2022 

IX- Azifra TT 
PAPER IX - THEORY PORTION 

BJECT: FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING 

3HH4R HH/Time Allowed: 1 e/Hours 37fercc4 3iE/Max. Marks: 60 

feyfurai/Notes 
1. 

This is a qualifying paper only. Marks secured in this paper will neither be counted in the 

aggregate marks nor will be added in total marks secured in other papers. The paper has two 

parts Theory portion and Practical portion. 

Candidates are to answer 6 questions out of 8 questions from this portion. Each question 

will carry 10 marks. All answers should be specific and concise. 

3 

Question paper for Practical portion is separate. However, while computing marks for the 

paper, the marks obtained in Theory portion shall be combined together. 

4. 

Candidates are to secure 24 marks to qualify from this portion. 
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1. 

(Ix10-10 Marks) Match the following: 

Column B Column A 

) i) 

NCS Pay and allowances of PBORs a) 

ii) frutd stt faarforai 
BHAWAN Reports and returns b) 

iii) T) 

GPF C) SPARSH 

iv) 

Compilation system d) SPARROw 

v) 

IT hardware module e) VISHWAK 

vi) 515 ) 

Files NIDHI 

vii) 
Rent bills E-SUCHNA 

) ATS E.A. vii) 

APARs h) ITMS 

ix) 

Pension claims ) E-OFFICE 

Eifea 37TT.,3HTT. fam A) 

RAR bills DOLPHIN 

2 

(Ix10-10 Marks) Indicate whether the following statements are true or false: 

() 

(a) A file can contain a program or a document or a photograph or music. 
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() 

(b) When all files in a folder are deleted, the folder is automatically deleted. 

T) 

(c) On clicking the "Minimize" button of a Window, the program in it continues to run. 

(2) 

(d) A high level language can be understood by a computer without using a uranslation. 

(e) An assembly language is a third generation high level language. 

( Programs available in CD-ROMs are always "vinus" free. 

() 

(g Even though the power supply is on, the RAM may lose its stored information due to 

virus. 

() 

(h) The machine languages of all computers are identical. 

H) 

(i) E-waste stands for environmental waste. 

) 

) Use of Gmail and Yahoo is permitted in official communications. 

3. 

Multiple Choice Questions: 

(1x10 10 Marks) MU, ALU and CU are all part of the 

() 

(a) Storage Memory 

() 

(b) Central Processing Unit 

T) 
(c) Input Devices 

() 3HT3Ze fga 

(d) Output Unit 
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(ii) 

is the main memory of the computer 

(a) Random Access Memory 

(b) Read Only Memory 

(c) Internal Hard Drive 

() at 
(d) DVD 

(iii) 
What is the full form of GUI? 

(a) Graphic User Interface 

(E) 
(b) Games User Interface 

(c) Graphic Unified Interface 

(d) Graphic Unit Interface 

(iv) 
A computer comprises of how many types of memory? 

) 

(a) One 

( 
(b) Four 

(T) 

(c) Three 

() 

(d) Two 
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(v) 

Which of the following are the physical parts of a computer? 

) 

(a) Software 

b) Operating System 

(T) 

(c) Software Applications 

(d) Hardware 

(vi) 
Which of the following computer language is written in binary codes only? 

()IR 
(a) Pascal 

E)HÍT YTST 
(b) machine language 

(T) 
(c) C 

) HT# 

(d) C# 

(vii) 
which of the following is the brain of the computer? 

(a) Central Processing Unit 

() HT 

(b) Memory 

(T) 

(c) Arithmetic and Logic unit 

() 
(d) Control unit 
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Which of the following is not a characteristic ofa computer 
)aHfefra 
(a) Versatilityy 

) 

(b) Accuracy 

T) faferdAH 

(c) Diligence 

) 

(d) I.Q 

(ix) 
Which of the following is the smallest unit of data in a computer? 

5) 

(a) Bit 

() 

b) KB 

(T) 

(c) Nibble 

(d) Byte 

(x) 

Which of the following unit is responsible for converting the data received from the 

user into a computer understandable format? 

(a) Output Unit 

(b) Input Unit 

(T) 
(c) Memory Unit 

() 

(d) Arithmetic & Logie Unit 
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Expand the abbreviations/acronyms mentioned below. 

(2x5-10 Marks) 

(i) 
SPARSH 

(i1) 

VPN 

(111) 3TIaT.A.QHI 
RDBMS 

(iv) 
WAN 

(v) 
FTP 

5. 

Distinguish between: 

(5x2-10 Marks) 

(1) 

LAN and WAN 

(i) 

Data and Information 

6. 

Give wo examples of each of the following: 

(2x5-10 Marks) 

() 
Input devices 

(ii) HT3ZYe fëarga 

Output devices 

(11) 

Application software 
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(iv) Ritfaigèu 
Storage devices 

(v) 

Operating systems 

1. 

What is Network Topology? Describe in brief the types of Network Topology. 
(5+5-10 Marks) 

Define firewall and state type of firewalls. Also briefly explain how firewall work? 

(3+2+5=10 marks) 

---- XXX ----
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035 

DEFENCE ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT 

S.A.S. EXAMINATION - PART II 

June, 2022 

PAPER IX - PRACTICAL PORTION 

SUBJECT: FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING 
374 HH/Time Allowed: 1 tt/Hours 3ATrb4 3iE/Max. Marks: 40 

feyjuai/Notes: 

This is PRACTICAL PORTION of Paper IX. 

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 20 marks. Candidates are to secure 16 marks to qualify 
from this portion. 

Enter ROLL NUMBER ON THE LABEL OF THE CD given to you. All files created by you as a part of 
this examination must be copied on the CD provided in the following manner 

Create a MAIN FOLDER with your ROLL NUMBER as the folder name. 

Create three folders within the main folder with the names as Q. 1, Q. 2, Q. 3. All answers must be 
saved in the respective folders, with the files names as given in the question. One folder would 
remain blank as candidate has to answer only two of the three questions. 

A 

On the Answer Books supplied to you, write your ROLL NUMBER, questions answered by you and names 

of the files copied by you in the CD mentioned above. The name of the tile must be indicated question 
WIse. 

Marks secured in Practical Portion shall be added in the Theory Portion of the paper. 
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Exercise 1 Type the following text in a Word document 

Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan 

Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan or Self-reliant India campaign is the vision of new 

India envisaged by the Hon'ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi. On 12 May 

2020, our PM raised a clarion call to the nation giving a kick start to the Atmanirbhar 

Bharat Abhiyaan (Self-reliant India campaign) and announced the Special economic 

and comprehensive package of INR 20 lakh crores equivalent to 10% of India's 

GDP- to fight COVID-19 pandemic in India. 

The aim is to make the country and its citizens independent and self-reliant in all 

senses. He further outlined five pillars of Aatma Nirbhar Bharat Economy, 

Infrastructure, 21st-century technology-driven arrangements and System, Vibrant 

Demography and Demand. Finance Minister further announced Government 

Reforms and Enablers across Seven Sectors under Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan. 

The government took several bold reforms to make India a self-reliant economy and 

mitigate negative effects in the future such as Supply Chain Reforms for 

Agriculture, Rational Tax Systems, Simple & Clear Laws, Capable Human Resource 

and Strong Financial System. 

Apply the following to the typed text above: 

a) Heading and the other typed text should be in Arial font. 

b) Heading should be of font size 18 with text colour Red. 

T. 

c) Heading should be in Bold and centerd 

d) All paragraphs should be in font size 14 and justified. 

e) The text should have the spacing of 1.5. 

NTTI Ta H 2 I EAT arfey 
1) Space between the paragraphs should be of 2 
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Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan" draT5I TEi TEi ur 3ATAT , TEi frr 

g) "Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan" should be in ltalics and Bold, wherever it 

appears in the paragraphs. 

h) Insert page number at the bottom centre. 

i) The document should be set on A4 size paper with 1.5", 1", 1" and 1" - Left, 

Right, Top and Bottom margins. 

)3iHz "Aatmanirbhar Bharat.doc5Y 4 Ha 
j) Save the document as "Aatmanirbhar Bharat.doc". 

37ATH 2 

Exercise2 Createa subfolder named MSPPT_Practical_test inside the subfolder 

SAS Practical_Test. Create a MS Power Point document with following instructions: 

7) RA 1 zNT "Analysis of Expenditure in DRDO' EH1 TE 
The Title of the presentation should be "Analysis of Expenditure in DRDO". 

DRDO Expenditure vis-à-vis Total Defence Expenditure' BAI Ty 
Second slide should contain the following information in bullet form. Title of b) 
the slide should be 'DRDO Expenditure vis-à-vis Total Defence Expenditure'. 

2018-19 I,HT, ZI.31. I ay 14.07 3itt aG TTI 

The total expenditure incurred by DRDO ranged was around 5.5% of the total 

defence expenditure. The total expenditure of DRDO over the five year period 

increased to Rs. l17661 Crore in 2018-19. In the year 2018-19, the expenditure of 

DRDO inereased further by 14.07. 

T) 

Expenditure in DRDO' 8AI arfeu 
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c) 
In the third slide, present the following data in an appropriate table. Title should 

be Total Expenditure in DRDO 

Capital Revenue Total 

Expenditure Expendi re Expenditure 

2014-15 7483 6237 13720 

2015-16 7519 6184 13703 

2016-17 6771 6964 13735 

2017-18 7448 8034 15482 

2018-19 9230 8431 17661 

All values are in Cr. 

) 

d) Apply animation to the third slide to show the figure with key press. 

Fourth slide should have a stacked bar diagram reflecting the data of both e) 

Capital Expenditure and Rev Expenditure for any year in a single bar. 

Insert slide numbers at the bottom of the slides. Slide number should not appear 

on the first slide 

) 
Apply the slide design of your choice. 

() 

h) Insert slide fifth as slide. Enter Text through WordArt. Alignment: Centre; 

Font: 46 and Underlined; Fill it with Green Colour and red Outline 

(H) 

i) Duplicate the fifth slide as sixth slide and change the text direction to 90 

degrees 
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Budget_Answer.ppt 57 À Ha 
Save the presentation as 'Budget_Answer.ppt in the subfolder 

) 

371aTH 3 

Exercise 3 

Revenue Expenditure 

Major Head Service BE Expenditure 

RTE /in Cr.) ( /in Cr.) 

2076 2THATArmy 152,994.67 161,453.75 

2077 AT ÀAT/Navy 
24,060.68 24,432.61 

2078 ar AAir Force 31,952.53 35,705.58 

2079 3TTY aiIOrd Fys 13,657.11 6,581.92 

2080 37rT a faTH/R&D 9381.94 8400.92 

(i) 
Create a blank workbook and save it as "Excel_Answers.xls". 

(ii) 
Create two additional worksheets in the above created workbook. 

Create the table given above in one of the worksheets. 

(iv) 
All the cells of the table should be bordered with black colour. 

(v) 

The fornmat of all fields in "BE "and "Expenditure" columns should be 
"Number" 
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Merge and centre the header cell. 

Create a filter in "Service" column. 

Calculate how much percentage of BE has been expended against every 

Service. 

(ix) 

The format of cells containing percentage (calculated above) shall be 

"Percentage" and up to 2 decimal places. 

(x) 

Calculate overall expenditure using appropriate formula 

---- XXX ----
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